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Writing Inventory

. Do you like to write? Tell why or why not.

. Are you a writer? Why? Why not?

. What do you do well as a writer? What can't you do yet but

would like to try?

. What do writers do?

. What do you know about writing a narcative?

. What do you know about writing information?

. What do you know about writing opinion/argument?

. When you write, who is your audience? Who would you like to
write for?
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STATUS OF THE CLASS
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A one-week glance of a 6th grade writing workshop
during an informational unit of study
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Cohferring and Feedback

Take a moment to reflect upon why we hold writing conferences with our students.

Brainstorm a list of reasons.

When eonferring with your students, what are the overall goals you hope to accomplish?

When you think about these goals, do they change based on the mode of writing you are

teaching? Why or why not?

Think about the modesiauthors you study and create an essential conference question(s)

for each of these modes/authors.

Mode or Author

Mode or Author

Mode or Author

Types of Conferences

Process Conferences
. What are you working on?
. How is it coming?
. What are you going to do next?
. Goal is to help person become more reflective and self-reliant.

Status of the Class
. Whole group conference at beginning of workshop.
. Each student makes a public commitment to some kind of work'
. Students may run status of the class and record in upper grades.
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Topic Search Conference
. To help students generate a list of possible topics.
. To help to narrow the toPic.
. To find a focus or "so what".
. Teacher can be the recorder and hand over list at the end ofconference'
. Sometimes in pairs or small groups to generate more good ideas-

Content Conference
. Conversations aimed at disctlssing and developing ideas'
. To develop the meaning or content inside a research report.
. Teacher may offer information, authors, and sources'

Ear Conference
. Read aloud the entire piece or a portion.
. A way to hear own work and get a sense of "flow"'
. students can be encouraged to pause as they notice problems or

get new ideas.
.Teacher can read a section to the student, pausing to allow

students to make changes or note problem areas.

Evaluation Conference
. Stress ongoing process ofinquiry and search for revisions.
. Outcomes - specific writing goals entered in a 1og or folder'
. A form - portfolio conference scheduled quarterly.
. Sometimes can involve the student in the grading process or ask

for a written self-evaluation as a product of the conference.

Praise/Question/Polish
. Often a small group or whole group conference'
. Look for writer's strengths to praise. Be specific.
. Are you left with any questions as the teader?
. Offer one key suggestion to improve.

Essential Conference Questions for Three Writing Types

Narrative:
Is your story about one thing?
erl you teliing the inside stbry (the one nobody knows but you) or the outside story?

How did you introduce the setting?

What do you need to do next?

Is there a place for a splash of dialogue?

What is the problem in Your story?

Do you have any lazy sentences (strong verb is absent)

Is there tension/conflict?
How do you reveal your characters to your readers?

Does your story have a satisfring ending?
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. IJse a strategy or the word wall or spell checker - make a good effort during the

composing process.

. Teach students to use "sp" above a word or circle it if they will need more help so

they do not interrupt their process'

. Diane Snowball &Faye Bolton (1999): Have-a-Go Strategy. Students write a

wprd three different ways until they find one that looks right. This is a great

strategy to use visual memory - make a choice - and move on with the writing of

the piece. Use the margins of the writing piece to have-a-go rather than go

elsewhere.

. Other tools: Different colored pens oI pencils, spell-checkers, a print-rich

environment, spelling experts in our room.

Spelling Strategies Self-Assessment
DateWriter

Mark the strategies you use (Put a star next to the ones you use the most.):

Stretch words out slowly and listen to sounds

Draw a line under words I am not sure of during drafting or write

Clap out the syllables and check each syllable for a vowel

Try to visualize what the word looks like
Use a piece of paper or the margin to spell the word several ways

Use words I know to spell other words

Use my "Need to Spell Correctly" list
Use the class word wall
Refer to the tricky words and homophone lists

10. Use a dictionarY
1 1. Use a thesaurus
12. Use spell checker on the computer.

Write a spelling goal for this Year:

1.

2.
aJ.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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PQP Response from

to Date

Title of piece

Praise:

Question:

Polish:

PQP Response from

to Date

Title of piece

Praise:

Question:

Polish:
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Pair Share Sheet

Author's Name

Title

Partner's Name

Gircle one.
I like your . . .

title

Circle one.
Maybe you can add .

color words

character(s)

a character's feelingsW
like

the

@ ,@-frt
a different title

names
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Conference Clock
lYame:

Time:
Name:

Time:
Name:

Time:
Name:

Whole Group Share:
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